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10. Hedonism II Resort

The Caribbean is home to many sexy resorts, and for good reason: with
year-round warm weather, blue waters that match the blue sky, white
sand that looks pretty hot on tanned (or, okay, sunburned) bodies,
boarding a flight to paradise isn’t much to ask of anyone. At the top of the
list for kinky resorts is the infamous all-inclusive (and everything/anything
goes)Hedonism II in Negril, Jamaica. When we say they have everything
and the cat’s meow, we kind of, sort of, mean it. It is known for the
Romping Shop Playroom, which is exactly how it sounds: a steamy place
for, romping. Inside, you will ﬁnd an L-shaped bed (ideal for multiple
partners), two sex swings, a glass shower (for water play), suspension
cuffs on chains that are anchored from the ceiling, and more.
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After the sun goes down, you and your love can attend their nightly sexythemed parties, with everything from “hats & heels” to school girl outﬁts
and leather or lingerie get-ups. If you are into welcoming another into your
vacation (and coital bed), consider the “3 Way Your Way” package, where
parties of three (two guests of one sex and one guest of the other sex)
who share a room will receive a discount on their stay.



Not into public displays of affection -- or sex? No worries. Each room is
equipped with everything you need to get a personal party for two started:
a mirror on the ceiling above the bed that is surrounded by colored lights
(and can be adjusted to ﬁt your mood), along with other amenities to turn
you both on. For a fun end to your trip that is super freeing, try the nude
scuba diving and snorkeling and let your wild, um, things, out to play.
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